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Abstract 
The computer program Galatea Gabriella Graffiti [8] made several conjectures concerning the 
chromatic numbers of graphs, related to the work of DeLaVina and Fajtlowicz [5]. We prove 
one of these conjectures, and disprove four. 
1. Introduction 
Let Q be a (monotone decreasing) class of graphs and let G E Q. We colour an 
edge e of G c blue if GU{e} belongs to Q, and red otherwise. Let R(G)=R(G,Q)  
be the red graph obtained, and B(G)=B(G,Q)  be the blue graph. These definitions 
were introduced by DeLaVina and Fajtlowicz [5], who considered the following 
Ramsey type question. For a given property P and integers r, b/> 2, what is the least 
integer P( r ,b )  such that for any GEP with at least P(r ,b )  vertices, either R(G)  has a 
complete subgraph on r vertices, or B(G)  has a complete subgraph on b vertices? For 
the property of k-colourability, they answer this question precisely, proving that 
P( r ,b )  = 1 + k(r  - 1)(b - 1). Also, for the property of being triangle free, they show 
that P(k, k),,~k 3. In [2] the present authors use random methods to obtain lower bounds 
on P(k ,k )  for the property of having no subgraph isomorphic to F, for F = C4 and 
F = Kr, r >~4. 
Returning to the property of k-colourability, in the original version of [5], DeLaVina 
and Fajtlowicz also listed several conjectures made by the conjecture making program 
Graffiti [8]. In this note we shall use random methods, and in particular a result of 
Bollob/ts and Sauer [3], to prove the existence of graphs with certain unexpected prop- 
erties, which will disprove four of these conjectures. 
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For any graph G and vertex v of G, let e(v) be the number of vertices at even dis- 
tance from v (including v itself), and let c(v)= g(F(v)), i.e., the chromatic number of 
the subgraph of G induced by the neighbours of v. Here are five of the six conjectures 
made by Graffiti [8] concerning the red and blue graphs, R(G) and B(G), derived from 
the property of k-colourability. 
1. The minimum degree of B(G) is not more than the length of the longest path in 
the complement of G. 
2. The chromatic number of G is not more than the sum of its clique number and 
the number of isolated vertices of R(G). 
3. The chromatic number of G is not more than the sum of the maximum of c(v) 
and the minimum of e(v). 
4. The order of the smallest component of R(G) is not more than the minimum 
of e(v). 
5. Let c be the number of distinct values taken by c(v) for v E V(G). Then R(G) 
has at least 2c components. 
Of these conjectures, the first is easily seen to be true. Clearly, every graph of 
minimum degree 6 contains a path of length at least 6. Thus the longest path in G c, 
the complement of G, has length at least 6(GC). However, B(G) is a subgraph of G c, 
so 6(B(G))<...6(GC), and the conjecture follows. 
The remaining conjectures turn out to be false, but to disprove them we shall need 
more work. 
2. Graphs with no isolated vertices of R(G) 
Extending a result of Erd6s [7], Bollobfis and Sauer [3] prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For n>~k >~2 and g>.3 there is a graph U(n,k,g) on at least n vertices, 
with girth at least g and chromatic number exactly k, such that U(n,k,g) has a 
unique k-colouring, and the colour classes of this colouring have equal orders. 
Note that if G has a unique k-colouring with colour classes VII,..., Vk, then for any 
edge xy of G c with x E V/and y E Vj, G U {xy} is k-colourable if and only if i~j.  Thus 
R(G) is the union of the complete graphs with vertex sets V, . . . . .  Vk. 
Corollary 2. For any k >>.2 there is a graph G with chromatic number k such that 
R(G) has no isolated vertices and has clique number cl(G)= 2. 
Proof. Let G= U(2k, k,4). Then R(G) is the disjoint union of k cliques of order at 
least 2, and has no isolated vertices. Also z(G)= k and G is triangle free, and so has 
c l (G)=2. [] 
Corollary 2 shows that for any k~>3, there are counter-examples to the second 
conjecture listed in the introduction. 
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3. Graphs with large Z, but small e(v) and c(v) 
In this section we shall use the existence of triangle free graphs with high chromatic 
number to prove the following result. 
Theorem 3. Let r,s >>. 2. Then there & a 9raph G with chromatic number s, which 
has max{c(x): x E V(G)} : r and min{e(x): x E V(G)} ~<s + 1. 
Note that for rs > r + s + 1 the existence of such a graph shows that the third 
conjecture does not hold. 
Proof. Let Go be a triangle-free graph with chromatic number s. Such graphs exist 
by theorems of Tutte [6] and Erdfs [7], or by Theorem 1. Let VI . . . . .  Vrs be a partition 
of V(Go) into colour classes. We construct G from Go by adding vertices u, v and 
Wl,...,Ws such that 
F(u)={v}, F(v)={u, wl,...,Ws} and F(wi)={V}UOVr(i_l)+j. 
j : l  
Then c(u) :  c (v ) :  1, and c(wi)= r, since the Vj are independent and Go has chromatic 
number exactly rs. Also, for xE V(Go), FGo(X) is independent, so Fc(x), which is just 
Fco(x) with one vertex added, has chromatic number at most 2. Thus maxc(x)=r. 
Also, the distance from u to x is 0 if x : u, 1 if x = v, 2 if x is one of the wi, and 3 
otherwise, i.e., if xE V(Go). Thus mine(x)<~e(u)=s + 1. 
Finally, as GoC G, z(G)>~rs. [] 
The above result provides counterexamples to the third conjecture, for all values of 
r = max{c(v)} greater than one. For r - -  1, i.e., for triangle-free graphs, the conjecture 
does hold, along with a similar result concerning o(v), the number of vertices at odd 
distance from a vertex v. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a tr&ngle-free 9raph. Then 
(i) z(G)~<I + min e(v), 
vEV(G) 
and 
(ii) z(G)~<I + min o(v). 
vE V(G) 
Proof. Fix a vertex v of G. As v is arbitrary, it suffices to show that x(G)~<I +e(v)  
and z(G)<~ 1+ o(v). 
Let I~ = {w: d(v, w)= k}. We shall colour the sets Vk two at a time. Suppose that 
Vk={wl . . . . .  wl}. Then Vk+l is the union of the sets Wi=F(wi)MVk+l, and, as G is 
triangle-free, each W~ is independent. Let W/= Wi\ Uy<i wj. We can properly colour 
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G[Vk U Vk+l] as follows. Colour all the vertices in W/r with colour i, and colour wi with 
colour i ÷ 1. This is a proper colouring as each wi can only have neighbours in those 
W/ for which j<~i. In this way we obtain a IVkl + 1 colouring of G[VkU Vk+l], where 
one colour does not appear in Vk. 
All that remains is to piece these colourings together. For (i) colour v red, and all 
the vertices of Vl blue. Having coloured G[VoU ... UV2k-l] with 1 + IVo[ + IV2[ + 
• "" + [V2k-21 colours, we can colour V2k, V2k+l with only ]Vzk[ new colours, by choos- 
ing the colour appearing only in V2k+l to be again blue. This gives a colouring of 
G[VoU... U V2k+l] with 1 + I Vol + I//21 +. . .  + [V2kl colours. Repeating this, we obtain 
a colouring of G with 1 + e(v) colours, as required. 
The argument for (ii) is the same, except that we start with a 1-colouring of 
v0 = {v}. [] 
It is easily seen that in (i) we have strict inequality unless G is a star. This 
is because we can re-use the colour red in the set //2, if this set is non-empty. 
On the other hand, in (ii) equality holds for graphs of arbitrarily large chromatic 
number. 
4. Lemmas 
To show that the fourth and fifth conjectures do not hold, we need to know slightly 
more about the graph in Theorem 1. Whereas the result in [3] was based on random 
graphs with a fixed number of edges, here it will be more convenient to select edges 
independently, with a fixed probability p. 
From now on, let 0 < • < 1 be fixed, and let H be the complete k-partite graph 
with vertex classes Vi . . . . .  Vk, where [~[=n. Let Gp(H) be the set of subgraphs 
of H, where to obtain a random GpEGp(H), we select edges of H independently 
with probability p=n ~-I, so that the expected number of neighbours in Vi of xE Vj 
( i# j )  is n ~. We shall show that unless certain 'bad' events of low probability hold, 
slight modifications of Gp will provide counterexamples to the fourth and fifth 
conjectures. 
Since we shall want to bound the probability that some xE V(Gp) has its degree in 
any V/ far from the expected value (n~), we start with some standard bounds on the 
tail of the binomial distribution. 
Lemma 5. Let X be a Bi(n, p) random variable, with 0 < p <<. ½. Then 
(a) P(X < ½Pn) < (2/e) pn/2 < e -pn/8, 
and if t >t I and pn/t < e -2 then 
(b) P (X>t)<e -t. 
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Proof. The inequalities follow from the Chemoff bounds [4] (see also [1, p. 11]), 
namely that 
P(X~<t)~< ( pny  ( 1 -  p ~"-' 
\ t / ~ ,~/ /  
for t <~ pn, and 
" 1 P , , - t  
for t >>, pn. [] 
Corollary 6. Let Bl be the event that for some i¢ j ,  some xE Vi has fewer than ½n ~ 
or more than 10n ~ neighbours in Vj. Then 
p(8~)=o(1). 
Proof. There are nk(k - 1) choices for x, i and j. For each choice, dv,(x), the number 
of neighbours of  x in Vjj, has a Bi(n,n ~-l) distribution. This has mean n ~, so by 
Lemma 5, 
P(BI)  ~< nk(k -  1)(e-(l/8)"~ + e - l°n')  
----- o(1), 
as required. [] 
Next we give a lemma stating the part of Theorem 1 we shall use, whose proof will 
be heavily based on [3]. 
Lemma 7. Let 0 < ~ < 1 be fixed, and let n be large. Let Gp be a random graph 
from Gp(H), and let B2 be the event that there is an independent set E C E(Gp) such 
that GpkE has a k-colouring different from (Vi)~. Then 
P(B2) = o(1). 
Proof. Suppose there is an independent set E C E(Gp), such that Gp\E has a partition 
into k independent sets different from (V/)I k. Let W be a maximal class of this partition 
not among the V/, so IWl>~n and W meets at least two V/. Let W / C W with IW'I =n  be 
such that W t meets at least two V/. Then for some i, I W' N Vii] >~ n/k. Setting U = W' N Vi 
and V = W/fq V/c, since W ~ is independent in Gp\E, each vE V sends at most one edge 
to U. Thus if B2 holds there are i, 1 ~< i ~< k and non-empty sets U C Vi and V C V/c, 
with IUl>~n/k, IVI =n-  IUI, such that each vEV sends at most one edge to U. 
For fixed i, U, and V as above, the random variables dr(v) ,  vE V are independent, 
each with a Bi(IU],n ~-l ) distribution, with mean at least n~/k. Thus, by Lemma 5(a), 
P(each vE V sends at most one edge to U)<<,(e-n~/sk) Ivl, 
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and summing over the choices for i, U, and V, we have 
P(B2) ~< k Z n-lvJ \ Ivl 
o~ oQ 
< k .IVl(nk)lvle-°'lvI/sk 
[Vl=l  IV[=I 
o~ 
~< k Z (e-'~2)[vl 
Ivl=l 
~< 2ke -"~2 = 0(1), 
as required. [] 
5. Uniquely eolourable graphs with small e(v) 
In this section we shall show that the fourth conjecture does not hold, by proving 
the following result. 
Theorem 8. Let ~ = 2, k >i 3, and let Gp be a random graph from Gp(H), as defined 
in Section 4. Then for almost every Gp, R(Gp) has k components of size n and 
min e(v)-- O(n4/5). 
vEV(G) 
Note that for sufficiently large n, this disproves the fourth conjecture. 
Proof. Let B3 be the event that Gp has diameter strictly greater than three. We wish 
to put a bound on the probability of the event B3\B1, that B3 holds and B~ does not. 
Fix distinct x, yE V(Gp) with xE V- 0, yE V/3, and choose il,i2 from {1,...,k} such that 
i0 ¢ ij ¢ i2 ~/3 - -  this is always possible if k 1> 3. Let A = F(x) N Vi, and B --- F(y) (q Vii:. 
I f xEB or ycA then we have d(x,y)<~3. Also, i fx  ~ B and y ~ A, then the A -B  
edges are independent from the x - V/i~ and y - ~2 edges. Since the presence of any 
A -B  edge would imply d(x,y)<~3, we thus have 
P(d(x,y) > 3[A,B)~<(1 - p)lAlls[. 
If B1 does not hold, then [AI, IB[ >~ In2/5. Thus 
P(d(x,y) > 3, Bl does not hold) ~< (1 -n-3/5)  n*5/4 
~< exp[- ¼nl/5], 
and 
~(B3~B1) <~ (k2n) exp[-¼nt/5] = o(1). (1) 
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Let C be the event that none Of Bl, B2 or B 3 holds. Note that by (1), Lemma 7 and 
Corollary 6, P (C)= l -o (1 ) .  If C holds, then for all vE V(Gp) we have 
e(v) ~< 1 + I{w: d(v,w)--2}l 
~< 1 q- (10kn2/5) 2 -- O(n4/5). 
However, as B2 does not hold, Gp has a unique k-colouring, with classes Vl . . . . .  Vk, SO 
R(Gp) is the union of k n-element cliques, completing the proof. [] 
6. Graphs with many values of c(v) 
In this section we shall disprove the last conjecture listed in the introduction, using 
a modification of the random graph considered in Section 4 to prove the following 
result. 
Theorem 9. For k >~2 and n>~no(k) there ex&t graphs G with kn vertices uch that 
R(G) is the union of k n-element cliques and c(v) takes all values from 1 up 
tok -1 .  
Proof. This time we take ~ = ~. As before, let Gp be a random element of Gp(H). 
Let B4 be the event that Gp contains two triangles with either a vertex or an edge in 
common. Then, since the expected number of such subgraphs is at most 
(kn)Sp 6 + (kn)np 5 = kSn-l/4 + kan -3/8 
= o(1), 
we have IP(B4)-----o(1). We now take G for which none of B1, B2, or B4 holds. Such 
G exist since each Bi has probability 0(1). As B4 does not hold, we can remove an 
independent set of edges to form G p with no triangles. As B2 does not hold, this G' is 
uniquely k-colourable, with colour classes VI . . . . .  1~. As B1 does not hold, and G ~ is 
a subgraph of G, for any xE V(G'), [{y: d(x,y)<~2}l <<, lOOk2n ~/4. Thus we can find 
vertices xl . . . . .  Xk-t E V(G ~) such that the sets N(x i )  = {xi}UF(xi) are disjoint. As Bt 
does not hold, each xi E Vj has neighbours in all Vh ¢ Vj. Thus we can add edges not 
within any Vh to F(xi) to form G" in which c(xi)= i. In G ' ,  the function c(v) takes 
all values from 1 up to k - 1. However G" is still uniquely k-colourable, so R(G') is 
the union of the k complete graphs with vertex sets V~, i = 1,..., k. [] 
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